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黃帝內經素問  

《舉痛論篇第三⼗十九》  

Plain Questions, Chapter 39 

Treatise on Lifting Pain 

	  

Introductory note: This translation is a draft version, prepared by Sabine Wilms for the purpose of teaching 
this chapter in the Classical Texts series at the School of Classical Chinese Medicine, National College of 
Natural Medicine. It is currently being taught by Long Rihui and Sabine Wilms. Please do not cite or share 
without expressed written permission by Dr. Wilms. 

As an alternative interpretation of the title, some commentators interpret 舉 “to raise, expound, lift” here as 
a textual error and therefore replace it with 卒, meaning “sudden.” Many others interpret it as “Discourse 
on Expounding Pain,” equating it with 舉例 “to raise examples.” 

	  

SECTION ONE 

（⼀一）黃帝問曰︰余聞善⾔言天者，必有驗於⼈人；善⾔言古者，必有合於今；善⾔言⼈人者，
必有厭于⼰己。 

（⼆二）如此，則道不惑⽽而要數極，所謂明也。 

（三）今余問於夫⼦子，令⾔言⽽而可知，視⽽而可見，捫⽽而可得，令驗于⼰己⽽而發蒙解惑，
可得⽽而聞乎？  

（四）岐伯再拜稽首對曰︰何道之問也？ 

1) The Yellow Emperor asked: I have heard that those who are skilled at talking about 
Heaven invariably have experience in the human realm; that those who are skilled at 
talking about the ancient times invariably can correlate them to the present; and that those 
who are skilled at talking about others invariably are thoroughly familiar with themselves. 

2) Only if it is like this will their Dào not be confused and their crucial computations 
reach their greatest level of skill. This is what is called “illumination.” 

3) At present, I ask you, Sir, the ability to know [a condition] by means of words, the 
ability to discern [a condition] by means of observation, the ability to grasp [a condition] 
by means of touching, so that I can free myself from obfuscation and resolve confusion 
by examining my own experience, can I hear about these?” 
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4) Qí Bó bowed twice, knocked his head reverently on the ground, and answered: 
“Which Dào are you asking about?” 

Notes 

The first line is a quotation that is also in almost identical form found in Sun Simiao’s 
biography as an answer this famous seventh century medical author gives when a disciple 
asks him about the principle of treating illness. 

有合於今:  I have translated this expression as literally as possible but assume that it means 
that you have to be well-versed in and familiar with present events in order to understand 
the past. 

 

SECTION TWO 

（⼀一）帝曰︰願聞⼈人之五臟卒痛，何氣使然？  

（⼆二）岐伯對曰︰經脈流⾏行不⽌止，環周不休，寒氣⼊入經⽽而稽遲，泣⽽而不⾏行，客於脈
外則⾎血少，客於脈中則氣不通，故卒然⽽而痛。 

（三）帝曰︰其痛或卒然⽽而⽌止者，或痛甚不休者，或痛甚不可按者，或按之⽽而痛⽌止
者，或按之無益者，或喘動應⼿手者，或⼼心與背相引⽽而痛者，或脅肋與少腹相引⽽而痛
者，或腹痛引陰股者，或痛宿昔⽽而成積者，或卒然痛死不知⼈人，有少間複⽣生者，或
痛⽽而嘔者，或腹痛⽽而後泄者，或痛⽽而閉不通者，凡此諸痛，各不同形，別之奈何？  

1) The Emperor said:  “I would like to hear what kind of qì it is that causes sudden pain 
[associated with] a person’s five zàng organs?” 

2) Qí Bó answered: “The flow in the channels and vessels runs ceaselessly and circulates 
throughout the body without rest. When cold qì enters the channels, it delays it, slows it 
down to a trickle, and then stops it altogether. Taking up residence on the outside of the 
vessels, it results in scantiness of blood; taking up residence on the inside of the vessels, 
it results in stoppage of qì. Thus all of a sudden there is pain. 

3) The Emperor said: “This kind of pain might stop all of a sudden, or it might be severe 
and relentless, or it might be so severe that you must not press down on it, or it might be 
relieved by pressure, or it might not show any benefit from pressure, or it might manifest 
in a panting movement that responds to [the pressure of] the hand, or the pain is the result 
of pulling between the heart and back or between the rib-sides and the lesser abdomen, or 
it is abdominal pain pulling towards the inner thigh, or the pain becomes chronically 
lodged and forms gatherings, or there is sudden pain and death or inability to recognize 
people and return [of qì] and subsequent revival after a short while, or there is pain with 
vomiting, or there is abdominal pain followed by diarrhea, or there is pain followed by 
constipation. All these various kinds of pain each manifest in different ways. So how do 
we go about differentiating them?” 
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Notes 

喘動: While 喘 usually means “panting” in the sense of tense hasty breathing, most 
commentators explain the phrase here as a drumming or wriggling sensation in the abdomen 
in response to pressure on the painful area. 

不可按: Literally, this means “cannot be pressed.” In the context of describing a particular 
type of pain, it usually carries the technical meaning of pain that is extremely sensitive to 
pressure, to the point where the patient feels like they cannot bear being touched. In 
modern commentaries, the expression is often equated with the modern term 拒按 
“resistant to pressure.” Instead of translating it as “severe sensitivity to pressure,” I have 
chosen to translate it more literally, to also include the possible meaning that it “must not 
be pressed down on.” This meaning makes sense especially given the explanation in Line Two 
of Section Three, where this kind of pain is described in more detail as one resulting from 
extreme fullness in the vessels. So it could include the sense that pressing touch is 
contraindicated in this kind of a condition. 

複⽣生: My translation of “return [of qì] and subsequent revival” is based on the addition of 
the characters 氣 “qì” and 反 “return” in the parallel line below in Section Four, Line Four. 

 

SECTION THREE 

（⼀一）岐伯曰︰寒氣客於脈外則脈寒，脈寒則縮踡，縮踡則脈絀急，絀急則外引小
絡，故卒然⽽而痛，得炅則痛立⽌止，因重中於寒，則痛久矣。 

（⼆二）寒氣客於經脈之中，與炅氣相薄則脈滿，滿則痛⽽而不可按也，寒氣稽留，炅
氣從上，則脈充⼤大⽽而⾎血氣亂，故痛甚不可按也。 

（三）寒氣客於腸胃之間，膜原之下，⾎血不得散，小絡急引故痛，按之則⾎血氣散，
故按之痛⽌止。 

（四）寒氣客於俠脊之脈，則深按之不能及，故按之無益也。 

（五）寒氣客於衝脈，衝脈起於關元，隨腹直上，寒氣客則脈不通，脈不通則氣因
之，故喘動應⼿手矣。 

（六）寒氣客於背俞之脈則脈泣，脈泣則⾎血虛，⾎血虛則痛，其俞注於⼼心，故相引⽽而
痛，按之則熱氣⾄至，熱氣⾄至則痛⽌止矣。 

1) Qí Bó said: “When cold qì takes up residence on the outside of the vessels, the vessels 
become cold. Coldness of the vessels results in shrinking and coiling, which in turn 
causes the vessels to cramp and contract in tightness. As a result they pull outside on the 
small network vessels. This results in pain with a sudden onset, which immediately stops 
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when the patient is exposed to heat. When it follows a severe strike by cold, the pain is 
long-term. 

2) When cold qì takes up residence on the inside of the channels and vessels, and there 
engages in a struggle with fire heat qì, the vessels fill up, and this fullness results in such 
pain that you must not press down on it. If the cold qì lingers and the fire heat qì follows 
it upward, the vessels become amply enlarged and blood and qì become chaotic. 
Therefore the pain is severe and you must not press down on it. 

3) When cold qì takes up residence in the area of the intestines and stomach, below the 
horizontal membrane in the upper body, blood is unable to disperse, and the small 
network vessels become tense and pulled. This causes pain. When you press down on 
[the affected area], the blood and qì disperse, and therefore the pain is relieved by 
pressure. 

4) When cold qì takes up residence in the vessels that hug the spine, [even] if you press 
down deeply, you are unable to reach it. Therefore pressing down on them is of no 
benefit. 

5) When cold qì takes up residence in the Chōngmài, which starts in Guānyuán (REN-4) 
and following the abdomen rises straight up, the flow in this vessel is stopped as a result, 
which in turn causes qì to follow suit. Therefore we see a panting movement that 
responds to [the pressure of] the hand. 

6) When cold qì takes up residence in the vessels of the back shù (transport) points, the 
flow in the vessels slows down to a trickle. This results in blood vacuity, which in turn 
results in pain. Because the [organs] associated through the shù (transport) points stream 
into the heart, they pull on each other, which results in pain. When you press down on it, 
heat qì arrives, which in turn causes the pain to stop. 

Notes 

炅 guì: While many commentators follow Wang Bing in reading this character here simply as 
“heat,” others consider the etymology of the character, a combination of 日 “sun” over ⽕火 
“fire,” and read it in a narrower sense as “fire within the sun” or as “taiyang,” as the 
greatest level of yáng and heat in the body. Following their example, I have chosen “fire 
heat” as a translation that reflects this more literal meaning and distinguishes it from 熱, 
the standard term for heat. 

Line Two 從上 cóng shàng: Many commentators read the character 上 “upward” here as a 
mistake for 之 “it” as the third person pronoun because of the great similarity and potential 
for confusion between these two characters in the early form of the characters. In that 
case, the line would simply read “…and the heat qì follows it, …” 

膜原 mó yuán: Literally, 膜 means “membrane” and 原 can mean “plateau” or “terrace,” as in 
the Shuówén definition as a “high level location.” In combination, the two characters thus 
refer to a horizontal membrane higher up in the body, which is how I have translated it. 
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Some commentators interpret this as the area between the lung and the diaphragm, 
others as the horizontal membranes that connect the internal organs, others as the 
membrane that separates the upper from the Middle Jiāo. 

俠脊之脈 “the vessels that hug the spine”: I have translated this expression literally to leave 
it up to the reader to decide whether this expression refers only to the Dūmài, to the 
Dūmài and either both Hand and Foot or only to the Foot Tàiyáng channels as well, or even 
to the lower section of the Chōngmài that runs deep inside the abdomen. This last option, 
suggested by some commentators, seems unlikely to me, however, given the mentioning of 
the Chōngmài in the next line. Similarly, the Foot Tàiyáng channel is mentioned in Line Six 
below if we follow the standard identification of this channel with the “vessel of the back 
shù points,” which does make sense to me. 

起於關元 “starts in Guānyuán”: In the Lingshu, the Chōngmài is said alternately to “arise 
below the kidney” 「起於腎下」or to “arise inside the womb” 「起於胞中」. Even though we 
might see a contradiction here, these are simply three different ways of referring to the 
same thing, as Wang Bing emphasizes. Guānyuán is simply the external reference point to 
refer to the area below the kidney. 

背俞之脈: This “vessel of the back shù (transport) points” refers to the Foot Tàiyáng vessel. 

 

SECTION FOUR 

（⼀一）寒氣客於厥陰之脈，厥陰之脈者，絡陰器系於肝，寒氣客於脈中，則⾎血泣脈
急，故脅肋與少腹相引痛矣。 

（⼆二）厥氣客於陰股，寒氣上及少腹，⾎血泣在下相引，故腹痛引陰股。 

（三）寒氣客於小腸膜原之間，絡⾎血之中，⾎血泣不得注於⼤大經，⾎血氣稽留不得⾏行，
故宿昔⽽而成積矣。 

（四）寒氣客於五臟，厥逆上泄，陰氣竭，陽氣未⼊入，故卒然痛死不知⼈人，氣複反
則⽣生矣。 

（五）寒氣客於腸胃，厥逆上出，故痛⽽而嘔也。 

（六）寒氣客於小腸，小腸不得成聚，故後泄腹痛矣。 

（七）熱氣留於小腸，腸中痛，癉熱焦渴則堅乾不得出，故痛⽽而閉不通矣。 

1) When cold qì takes up residence in the Juéyīn vessel, which enmeshes the genitals and 
is tied to the liver, if the cold qì takes up residence inside this vessel, the blood flow 
slows down to a trickle and the vessel becomes tense. Therefore we see pulling pain 
between the ribs and the lesser abdomen. 
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2) When reversal qì takes up residence in the inner thigh and the cold qì ascends into the 
lesser abdomen, the flow of blood slows down to a trickle in the lower body and there is 
mutual pulling. Therefore we see abdominal pain pulling into the inner thigh. 

3) When cold qì takes up residence in the area between the small intestine and the 
horizontal membrane in the upper body, inside the blood of the network vessels, the flow 
of blood slows down to a trickle and the blood is unable to pour into the major channels. 
Blood and qì linger and become unable to move, and therefore we see pain that is 
chronically lodged and forms gatherings. 

4) When cold qì takes up residence in the five zàng organs and moves in reverse 
counterflow to ascend counterflow and cause discharge from the upper body, yīn qì is 
exhausted while yáng qì is unable to enter. Therefore we see sudden pain and death or 
inability to recognize people and return [of qì] and subsequent revival after a short while. 

5) When cold qì takes up residence in the intestines and stomach and moves in reverse 
counterflow up and out, therefore we see pain and vomiting.  

6) When cold qì takes up residence in the small intestine, the small intestine is unable to 
complete its gathering function, and therefore we see [recurrent] diarrhea and abdominal 
pain. 

7) When heat qì is retained in the small intestine, there is pain in the intestines, dàn heat 
and scorching desiccation, which results in hardening and drying out [of the stool] so that 
it is unable to be eliminated. Therefore we see pain with constipation and complete 
blockage.” 

Notes 

厥氣 jué qì  “reversal qì”: In its first occurrence in this section in Line Two, most 
commentators read this phrase as a textual error and understand it as 寒氣 “cold qì” instead. 
Given the parallel structure of lines in this whole section of the text, this makes good sense, 
especially when we switch this character here with the 寒氣 in the following phrase. In that 
case, the whole sentence reads as follows: “When cold qì takes up residence in the inner 
thigh, the reversing qì ascends into the lesser abdomen….” In either case, this line 
describes a situation where the invasion of cold causes qì to move upwards in a reversed 
counterflow direction, instead of its natural descending movement. Compare to Lines Four 
and Five below. 

相引 “mutual pulling”: I have left this expression literal, but given the context presume that 
this refers to a pulling sensation between the original site of cold invasion in the inner thigh 
and the location higher up in the body that the reversal qì has moved into. 

膜原 “horizontal membrane in the upper body”: See the note on this term in Section Four 
above. 
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成聚: In most medical contexts, 聚 generally has a negative connotation, as in the common 
compound 集聚 “accumulations and gatherings,” which are the pathological result of impeded 
flow of blood and qì. Given the situation described here, especially the resulting diarrhea 
(and the invasion of heat qì resulting in constipation in the following line), however, it is 
clear that the cold invasion is preventing the small intestine from fulfilling its physiological 
function, which is described as follows in Sù Wèn 8: 小腸者，受盛之官也。化物出焉 “The 
small intestine occupies the office of Receiving and Containment. The transformation of 
[ingested] matter stems from it.” 

後泄 “[recurrent] diarrhea” in Line Six: The Tài Sù version of this passage has 復泄 
“recurrent diarrhea” here instead, which is why I have taken the liberty to add that term in 
brackets. 

癉熱焦渴: Dàn as a technical medical term can have three different meanings: a) we can 
follow the Shuōwén  definition, which equates it with “taxation disease” 「癉，勞病也」; b) 
it can carry the meaning of 疸, meaning “jaundice”; and c) it can be identical with 燀, the 
same character but with the fire radical instead of the disease radical, which has the 
meaning of “blaze” or “abundant heat qì.” Most commentators read 癉熱 here as either 
“blazing heat” or as dàn heat disease. Lastly, the last character of this phrase, 渴, which 
most often is pronounced kě and means “thirst”, should here be read as jié and be equated 
with 竭 , meaning “parched” or “exhausted.” 

 

SECTION FIVE 

（⼀一）帝曰︰所謂⾔言⽽而可知者也。視⽽而可見，奈何？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰五臟六腑固盡有部，視其五⾊色，黃赤為熱，白為寒，青⿊黑為痛，此
所謂視⽽而可見者也。 

（三）帝曰︰捫⽽而可得。奈何？  

（四）岐伯曰︰視其主病之脈，堅⽽而⾎血及陷下者，皆可捫⽽而得也。 

1) The Emperor said: “What you just told me precisely conveys the ability to know [a 
condition] by means of words [that I asked about at the beginning of this conversation]. 
How about the ability to discern [a condition] by means of observation?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The five zàng and six fǔ organs certainly always have their specific 
sections. If you observe the five colors in their [specific section of the face], yellow-red 
means heat, white means cold, and green-black means pain. This is what I mean by the 
ability to discern [a condition] by means of observation.” 

3) The Emperor said: “How do you go about the ability to grasp [a condition] by means 
of touching?” 
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4) Qí Bó said: “By observing the patient’s vessel that governs the disease, if it is hard 
and [full of] blood, or if it is caved in, in both cases this is the ability to grasp [a condition] 
by means of touching.” 

Notes 

部 “section”: Given the importance of facial diagnosis as a tool of medical information-
gathering, this term is certain to refer specifically to the regions of the face that are 
associated with each organ here. 

Line Four refers to palpating the vessel 

 

SECTION SIX 

（⼀一）帝曰︰善。余知百病⽣生於氣也，怒則氣上，喜則氣緩，悲則氣消，恐則氣下，
寒則氣收，炅則氣泄，驚則氣亂，勞則氣耗，思則氣結，九氣不同，何病之⽣生？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰怒則氣逆，甚則嘔⾎血及飧泄，故氣上矣。 

（三）喜則氣和志達，榮衛通利，故氣緩矣。 

（四）悲則⼼心系急，肺布葉舉，⽽而上焦不通，榮衛不散，熱氣在中，故氣消矣。 

（五）恐則精卻，卻則上焦閉，閉則氣還，還則下焦脹，故氣不⾏行矣。 

1) The Emperor said: “Excellent! I know that the hundred diseases are engendered by qì, 
with anger resulting in ascent of qì, elation resulting in laxness of qì, grief resulting in the 
disintegration of qì, fear resulting in descent of qì, cold resulting in constriction of qì, fire 
heat resulting in leakage of qì, fright resulting in disordering of qì, taxation resulting in 
expenditure of qì, and pondering in knotting of qì. Given these difference between the 
nine types of qì, what kind of diseases do they engender?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “Anger causes the qì to move counterflow. In severe cases, this results in 
vomiting blood and diarrhea with undigested food particles. Thus [we say] ‘ascent of qì’. 

3) Elation makes the qì harmonious and the will untrammeled, and causes yíng 
provisioning and wèi defense to move about freely. Thus [we say] ‘laxness of qì’. 

4) Grief makes the ties of the heart tense. The lung spreads out and its lobes are raised, 
movement in the Upper Jiāo is stopped, yíng provisioning and wèi defense are not 
distributed, and heat qì is present in the center. Thus we say ‘disintegration of qì’. 

5) Fear causes the essence to retreat, which causes blockage in the Upper Jiāo. This in 
turn makes the qì turn around, causing distention in the Lower Jiāo.Thus we say ‘descent 
of qì’. 
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Notes 

While Line Three, discussing the effect of elation on the body, might look like a positive 
effect at first sight, we should always keep the context in mind: The ‘laxness of qì’ 
explained here is clearly considered a pathological state. This interpretation is supported by 
other passages in the Nèijīng that discuss the effect of elation on the heart, such as Líng 
Shū 8 《本神》：「喜樂者，神憚散⽽而不藏。」”Elation and joy frighten away and scatter the 
spirit instead of storing it.” 

 

SECTION SEVEN 

（⼀一）寒則腠理閉，氣不⾏行，故氣收矣。 

（⼆二）炅則腠理開，榮衛通，汗⼤大泄，故氣泄。 

（三）驚則⼼心無所倚，神無所歸，慮無所定，故氣亂矣。 

（四）勞則喘息汗出，外內皆越，故氣耗矣。 

（五）思則⼼心有所存，神有所歸，正氣留⽽而不⾏行，故氣結矣。 

1) Cold makes the interstices blocked so that qì is unable to move. Thus we say 
‘constriction of qì’. 

2) Fire heat makes the interstices open, and causes yíng provisioning and wèi defense to 
move freely and sweat to drain out massively. Thus we say ‘leakage of qì.’ 

3) Fright causes the heart to have nothing to lean on, the shén to have nothing to return 
home to, and deliberation to have nothing to fasten. Thus we say ‘disordering of qì.’ 

4) Taxation results in panting and sweating, and makes one overstep ones limits both 
inside and outside. Thus we say ‘expenditure of qì’. 

5) Ruminating gives the heart something to focus on and the shén something to return 
home to, and it causes upright qì stay in one place instead of moving. Thus we say 
‘knotting of qì’. 

 

Chapter Summary (based on a very brief lecture by Dr. Long Rihui) 

The most basic pathomechanism that results in pain is associated with cold 寒 and can take 
two routes. Once cold evil has invaded the channels, if it moves into the wèi defense level, it 
will lead to blood deficiency. Alternatively, it can affect the yíng 營 provisioning level 
internally, in which case it leads to blood stasis, or as this chapter calls it, “slowing the flow 
of blood down to a trickle” ⾎血泣 (literally, “blood weeping”). This is due to the fact that yíng 
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qì is the precursor of blood, and lack of movement in one leads to lack of movement in the 
other. This in turn results in pain, in accordance with the famous saying 不通則痛 “stoppage 
results in pain.” 

Nevertheless, cold is not the only pathogenic factor to cause pain, something that this 
chapter touches on but fails to discuss in detail. For the sake of a complete and 
comprehensive diagnosis, we must consider all of the six climatic excesses 六淫 (cold, wind, 
heat, summer-heat, dampness, and dryness), as well as the seven emotions 七情 (elation, 
anger, worry, rumination, sorry, fear, and fright), as well as phlegm 痰  and stasis 瘀. In 
addition, pain can be the result of “worm accumulations” 蟲積 (i.e., severe parasitic 
infestation) and also dietary factors 飲食.  

In terms of pathology, pain does not just manifest as abdominal pain and can be understood 
with the help of these two sayings: 

1. 不榮則痛 “Malnourishment results in pain”: This takes the form of deficiency pain, 
which is relieved by warmth or pressure. 

2. 不通則痛 “Stoppage results in pain”: This refers to excess pain, which is the result 
of blocked or stopped flow. This kind of pain is aggravated by and resistent to 
pressure. 

In differential diagnosis, we need to pay attention to three factors: pressure (whether pain 
is relieved by it or worsened, and whether there is resistance), duration (whether the pain 
is abrupt or lingering or chronic), and type of pain (sharp, pulling, radiating, etc.). 


